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Abstract 
Scooters, or gasoline powered two-wheelers, are becoming increasingly popular in the 
Netherlands. They provide fast, independent and affordable transportation, especially in 
urban congested areas. Unfortunately, they also have considerable adverse impacts on the 
environment and human health. The three most prominent impacts are associated with air 
pollution, noise pollution and traffic accidents.  While the total contribution of emissions by 
scooters is relatively small compared to total traffic related emissions, they have a 
disproportionally large impact on their direct environment, especially when sharing roads with 
bicycles as in the Netherlands, where they are characterized as super-polluters. A scoping 
GIS based assessment, using theoretical and available secondary data, could identify routes 
with highest likelihood of scooter presence to estimate exhaust and noise impacts and related 
traffic accidents. Estimated are provided for the total population, and the number of childcare 
facilities within the impact areas. For future projections four different scenarios are analyzed. 
For the case study of the town of Enschede in the Netherlands the present noise/exhaust 
environmental impact of scooters is affecting at least 30% of the population and in the future 
this number can increase to 38%-53%. 
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Highlights 
Gasoline powered two wheelers aka mopeds or scooters are gaining popularity 

Scooters are super polluters creating air and noise pollution and causing accidents 

Management and regulation are needed to encourage use of electric scooters 

Introduction 
In the last 10 years the number of scooters in the Netherlands has been steadily increasing. 
Within Europe, the Netherlands is the country with the highest use of scooters: almost 60 
scooters per 1000 inhabitants (Ewalds, Mortiz, & Sijstermans, 2013). This is remarkable since 
one would expect scooters to be more popular in Southern Europe where weather conditions 
are more favorable for their use (Dall'Osto & Querol, 2013).  

There may be several reasons for this. First, they offer a fast solution in urban congested 
areas with easy parking options. They also take advantage of existing traffic regulations, 
which allow scooters on bike lanes. Second, they are more affordable than cars both to 
purchase and maintain. Thirdly, independent mobility is becoming an increasingly important 
part of quality of life (Dall'Osto & Querol, 2013). Often scooter riders are described as 'risk 
takers', 'sensation-seekers' and 'speed-rebels' (Njå & Nesvåg, 2007), which also attracts 
some users, especially among youngsters.  

There are two types of scooters in the Netherlands, distinguished in terms of their legal 
maximum speed: 25 km/h for the so-called light-mopeds and 45 km/h for the regular mopeds. 
Wearing a helmet is mandatory for moped riders but not on light-mopeds (Methorst, 
Schepers, & Vermeulen, 2011). Also, their position within the road network is different: light-
mopeds are restricted to designated bike and moped/bike lanes while mopeds are allowed on 



 

 

bike paths only in special cases (Rijksoverheid, 2013). In many cases the same type or brand 
of vehicles can be used for both types of scooters, only for light-mopeds a speed limiter is 
added. These speed limiters make scooters more energy-inefficient and more polluting 
(Hensema et al., 2013). As Figure 1 shows since 2013 there are more light-mopeds in the 
streets than regular mopeds. Light-mopeds are preferred by older people, while mopeds are 
more popular among youngsters (CBS, 2013). 

According to Dall’Osto & Querol (2013) “there is an extraordinary contrast between the lack of 
knowledge on powered two wheelers (PTW) in the literature and their rising trends in many 
urban areas”. The three most prominent impacts of scooters are air pollution, noise pollution 

and traffic accidents. 
Next to traffic 
participants, scooters 
also impact people 
living along roads.  

When the proportion 
of PTWs in the 
circulating fleet is 
high enough, urban 
air pollution can be 
strongly influenced 
by their emissions, 
and it is no longer 
negligible in 
comparison to what 
modern passenger 
cars contribute (Prati 

& Costagliola, 2009). Boogaard et al. (2009) investigated the exposure to ultra-fine and fine 
particles during cycling and observed that when mopeds were passing by, the number of 
particles increased by 58.4% while for cars - only by 3.7%. Many of the PTWs are powered 
by two-stroke engines, which have hydrocarbon (HC) emission rate approximately six times 
that of the typical four-stroke engine (EPA, 1991).  In another study, benzene and other HC 
exposure levels with two-stroke engines were vastly exceeding those from four-stroke and 
diesel engines: 58.4, 38.9 and 15.7 µg/m3, respectively (Kirrane et al., 2007). According to 
BOVAG (a trade association of some 9,500 entrepreneurs engaged in mobility) approximately 
25%-33% of the scooter fleet in 2014 in the Netherlands were two-stroke (Weijer van de, 
2014). 

Hensema et al. (2013) compared the emissions of different Euro-2 scooters (2-stroke versus 
4-stroke, light-moped versus moped) and also compared them to passenger car emissions. 
Both the Euro-5 diesel and petrol car performed orders of magnitude better on HC and 
carbon monoxide (CO) emissions than the Euro-2 scooters. In terms of particulate matter 
(PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), a 2-stroke scooter emits significantly more than a 4-stroke 
scooter and petrol cars, while diesel cars have much higher NOx emissions than all other 
vehicles. 

In addition to benzene moped exhaust contains 1,3-butadiene; both are confirmed human 
carcinogens. CO interferes with oxygen transport to the cells of the body. Formaldehyde, 
acrolein and NOx in exhaust are all irritants and may exert other systemic effects (Heil and 
Pargal, 1998; Dost, 2010). What makes it even worse in the Netherlands is that scooters 
share the lanes with bikes, so that the exhaust gasses are more or less directly spewed into 
the lungs of cyclists, who have no way to avoid them, and due to their physical activity have a 
higher respiration rate than at rest. 

When the exposure of residents to air pollutants is long and intense, the impact on their 
health becomes greater. The long-term effects range from minor eye irritations and 
respiratory symptoms to decreased lung/heart functions and even premature death (Biju & 
Vijayan, 2014). On the other hand, short-term increase in fine PM pollution concentration 
already leads to increased blood pressure within a period of a few days, while long-term 
exposure also causes chronic hypertension (Brook & Rajagopalan, 2009). Next to elderly 
people, children are also more sensitive to traffic pollution health impacts compared to adults. 

Figure 1. Numbers of scooters in the Netherlands, 2007-2013. Source: 
CBS (2013) 

 



 

 

A number of studies found a correlation between the incidence of asthma in children and 
long-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide (Favarato et al., 2014).  

The noise produced by scooters is seen as the most annoying traffic noise source. Especially 
cyclists and pedestrians are affected (Vos, 2006). Since scooters are mostly used in urban 
areas, the physical characteristics of urban terrain, like the location and shapes of buildings, 
also have a significant influence on noise propagation and the acoustic environment (Paviotti 
& Vogiatzis, 2012). Also, the tendency to tamper with moped’s components is often a cause 
for additional noise pollution (VROM, 2010). According to a study by den Boer and Schroten 
(2007) the problem is that owners modify their mopeds by, for example, replacing the original 
exhaust silencers by less efficient and noisier ones. Overall, this has been registered in 65% 
of all mopeds in Europe.   

For road traffic, people experience nuisance from noise over 38 dB. Long-lasting exposure to 
80 dB and higher can cause deafness (Rijkswaterstaat, 2010). The reported levels of decibels 
for a scooter varies from 73 dB (Mohapatra, 2004) to 80 dB (Rana, 2008), and to 81 dB 
(Paviotti & Vogiatzis, 2012). In all research, the mean level of noise produced by scooters lies 
4-5 decibel above the noise produced by cars.  As with the emissions data, there is more data 
for car noise levels, but limited data for scooters (Paviotti & Vogiatzis, 2012). No data was 
found about the distinction of noise emissions between light-mopeds and mopeds, 2-stroke 
and 4-stroke models, etc.  

In literature the noise impact of traffic is also related to various diseases. Research by 
Passchier-Vermeer & Passchier (2000) indicates that traffic noise disturbance can lead to 
health impacts such as hearing impairment, hypertension, heart diseases and sleep 
disturbances. As with exhaust pollution, also here the children are regarded as a risk group 
that is more sensitive to traffic noise. Besides decreased school performance, also higher 
blood pressure is observed among children in noisy environments compared to those in 
quieter places.   

The safety aspect is also important to keep in mind. PTW riders have a relatively high risk of 
being involved in accidents. This has mainly to do with the riding speed in combination with 
the rider’s vulnerability. Also, the largest portion of the scooter riders are young people (16-18 
years, mainly moped riders) and elderly people (60 and older, mainly light-moped riders), 
both of which are seen as risk groups (SWOV, 2009). Research has shown that the fatality 
rates for PTW riders are 20-40 times higher per distance travelled than for car drivers 
(Blackman & Haworth, 2013). Despite the fact that PTWs have legal maximum speeds, 
research in the Netherlands shows that the mean speed of light-mopeds is 34 km/h and for 
mopeds 54 km/h, which is already over the speed limit and means that there are numerous 
violations of the regulation here. Since scooters often have to share the road with cyclists, 
with the big difference in their speed, the threat is not only for scooter riders but even more to 
the cyclists (Methorst et al., 2011).  Still, according to Steg & Brussel (2009), there is little 
research conducted on the factors influencing scooter related accidents, and on ways to 
reduce the high risks. 

It can be concluded that although the global impact of scooters may not be significant, their 
local impact can be very high. If not controlled, the use of PTWs is likely to continue to 
increase for at least the next decade. The challenge is to adopt suitable strategies to mitigate 
the safety and health issues associated with this (Haworth, 2012) or develop regulations that 
would restrict the expansion of the scooter fleet and/or control their impact. Neglecting the 
role of scooters can result in health and life hazards. Regulating PTWs is certainly one of 
those wicked problems so prevalent in environmental management. On the one hand the 
hazardous impacts of PTWs are profound and known, on the other hand there is a growing 
number of people who find themselves attached and dependent on this mode of 
transportation. Despite the externalities they create they prefer to continue to use their PTW 
and are likely to oppose any restrictions that may be legislated.  

The goal of this research is to assess the current and future spatial environmental and social 
impacts of scooters. The expectation is that by providing improved visualizations and 
quantification of the PTW impacts on humans, we can assist urban managers and decision 
makers to improve existing regulations while making these changes more likely to be 
accepted by the general public. The municipality of Enschede is chosen as the study area. 
The choice was largely driven by the availability of data. On the other hand, Enschede is a 



 

 

typical average sized municipality in the Netherlands, so the results of the analysis can be 
easily extrapolated to other such places in the country and beyond.  

 

 

Methodology and data used 
The effect of traffic on health and safety is disproportionately distributed over space.  Living 
near busy roads is associated with health hazards. Biking or walking along roads with high 
scooter traffic exposes residents to higher noise and toxic pollution, as well as increases the 
risks of being involved in scooter related traffic accidents. To assess the health and 
environmental impact of scooters we need to identify the intensity of scooter traffic along the 
road network and then compare that with the distribution of residential population, especially 
those elements of it that are most vulnerable.  

 

Methodology 
Jerrett et al. (2005) categorize air dispersion modeling methods into six classes.  

• Proximity based methods measure the proximity of a subject to a pollution source.  

• Geostatistical methods that measure pollutants at a set of monitoring stations distributed 
over the study area.  

• Land use regression models predict pollution concentrations at a given site based on 
surrounding land use and traffic characteristics.  

• Dispersion models generally use Gaussian plume equations. Meteorological conditions and 
topography are used in estimating the spatial extent of air pollutants.  

• Integrated meteorological-emission models that combine meteorological and chemical 
modules to get more insight in the pollutants dynamics.  

• Hybrid models, combining personal/regional monitoring with air pollution dispersion 
methods.   

The data requirements for each of the six methods are increasing with the complexity of 
models assumed.  

Probably because of its low cost and availability of updated data, an increasing number of 
studies rely on the proximity-based method using data on the road network and vehicle traffic 
as an indirect measure of atmospheric pollution in urban areas. In our case, when developing 
a scoping tool that could be used in a variety of locations, with no specific monitoring data 
available, this was the obvious choice. Studies have shown that the concentration of 
pollutants close to roads are well correlated to traffic counts, so that the latter can be used as 
an indicator of exposure of urban residents to atmospheric pollutants (Habermann, Medeiros, 
& Gouveia, 2011). When exposure to traffic exhaust shows different magnitudes within small 
differences in proximity, buffers can be mapped along the roads distinguishing the areas and 
population with elevated exposure to traffic exhaust (Albert, Gesler, & Levergood, 2000). In 
the majority of research, the residential mobility is not considered. People do often move or 
spend most of their day at other places than their homes; so, ignoring this can certainly cause 
errors (Habermann et al., 2011).   

Density of traffic on road segments can be used to discover ‘hot routes’ (Li, Han, Lee, & 
Gonzalez, 2007). In San Francisco the traffic intensity on each road segment was used to 
calculate an estimated kernel density, which is a land use modeling method that produces a 
smooth surface over the city area (SCI, 2014). Traditionally, a kernel density estimation 
(KDE) function has been widely used to analyze point patterns like traffic accidents, but with 
new upgrades in, for example, ArcGIS, KDE now also can be used to study characteristics of 
networks (Cai, Wu, & Cheng, 2013). In our study we have chosen to rely mostly on 
Geographic Information System (GIS) techniques and some of the standard data sets 



 

 

available for most of the Netherlands. This makes it more likely that the approach can be 
used for other locations beyond the case study we chose. 

To streamline our analyses, a script was developed to run all the procedures iteratively and 
repeatedly (Fig.2). The script was divided into six subroutines: 

• Phase A: selection of scooter owners for work, shopping or education purposes 
• Phase B: division of destinations among city parts for work and shopping purposes 
• Phase C: route analysis for work 
• Phase D: route analysis for shopping 
• Phase E: route analysis for education 
• Phase F: merging all routes. 

In phase A, the number of scooter owners is distributed over the neighborhoods in proportion 
to residential buildings there. Statistical analysis results in proportions of scooter owners for 
commuter traveling, shopping and education. These three proportions are used to randomly 
select owners.  

In phase B, the proportion of population within each city part is calculated and then used to 
divide the population over the five work and education city destinations. 

Phases C, D and E focus on the calculation of the routes for each of the three trip motives. In 
phase F, the routes produced by the three different trip motives are merged together to obtain 
combined route information (green result in Fig.2). Since there is some stochasticity involved 
in this analysis, the script is run several times and the average of the results is taken.  

The following approach has been used to analyze scooter traffic and their impact on the 
urban environment. 

Scooter flows are calculated on a daily basis to determine the number of scooter trips per 
road segment. Then a kernel density analysis method is used with a search distance of 30 
meters to calculate the density of features (e.g., houses, businesses) in the various 
neighborhoods of the city. The population of each neighborhood is defined by the number of 
scooter owners living in each neighborhood.  

Figure 2. The script used for analyses. 



 

 

The kernel density analysis output is a floating-point raster with high values for areas where 
high scooter counts are present. The values are then classified into five different categories, 
which describe the chance to encounter a scooter: very low, low, moderate, high and very 
high. Since concentrations of pollutants are closely correlated with traffic counts, a 
combination of the kernel density analysis and buffer analysis (proximity modeling) is used to 
analyze the exhaust impact. Once the impact areas are identified within the municipality, 
buffer analysis is used to calculate the impact on the population and childcare facilities, in 
particular.  

For the exhaust impact, the timing of scooter travel also matters. Ten scooters passing one 
after another will certainly create a much higher impact than the same number of scooters 
traveling once an hour. For this reason, only the work and education travel motives were 
considered as they happen in very narrow and well-defined time windows. These two 
motives, produce activity concentrated over the so-called rush-hour periods in the morning 
and in the evening. For shopping purposes scooter riders are more likely to be evenly spaced 
over the whole day, making their impact relatively less pronounced.  

The buffer sizes representing the exhaust impact zones for each pollutant are determined 
using distance decay parameters taken from literature.  

The noise impact is calculated in the same way. Here again only the routes with work or 
education purposes are used. An additional factor is considered when creating the buffers for 
noise assessment, that is, the number of buildings within the first 100 meters from roads. 
When there are buildings on road segments they will dampen the noise propagation and 
decrease the noise disturbance caused by scooters. For example, if 10% of the 100 m zone 
on one side of the road has buildings, the buffer size on that side is reduced to 0.9*240 = 216 
m. 

Scooter related accidents are analyzed using three different methods. First, the exact 
locations of accidents (distance from junctions) within the network are identified. Second, 
statistics about the number of scooters on the road segments where scooter accidents have 
occurred in the past are obtained. Third, again kernel density analysis is used to determine 
whether there is a spatial relationship between accidents and scooter routes.   

Data used 
The complete list of data sources is given in the Appendix. We have chosen to rely entirely on 
open data that is available on the Internet or could be accessed through inquiries with the 
Enschede municipality.  
From the OViN 2012 records (CBS, 2014b) it was clear that scooter owners use their 
scooters mainly for commuter traveling, daily shopping and education. Other motives like 
visits and recreation are hard to associate with particular destinations (e.g. no information 
from individuals about family members or friends and their locations). These motives are also 
more sporadic. Commuter traffic, shopping and education activities are performed (almost) 
every day, definitely on a weekday. 

The database on research mobility flows for Twente was used to further explore the actual 
flows of people, especially for shopping and commuter traveling purposes. Education 
locations are secondary schools, intermediate vocational education (MBO) facilities, higher 
vocational (HBO) schools and the University of Twente.   

To identify the work locations, a fairly course resolution (large polygons) business area 
dataset was combined with BAG data for buildings with work occupancy in those polygons. 
For the shop locations, the Retail Business Structure Vision 2011 document (Gemeente 
Enschede, 2011) was used. Daily shopping includes visits to the supermarket, special retailer 
(tobacco, liquor store etc.) and personal care shops (Gemeente Enschede, 2011).  

The locations of scooter owners where approximated using the information about postal 
codes and the BAG data about neighborhoods. The neighborhood data is more detailed (70 
neighborhoods vs. 23 postal codes). However, the CBS information on light-moped and 
moped owners is postal code based. To approximate the postal code data to the actual 
neighborhoods and addresses we have used the BAG data on particular buildings and their 
occupancy and have distributed the moped owners in postal codes in proportion to the total 
number of address locations in these postal code areas.  



 

 

The Open Street Map (OSM) vector data were used to create two road networks: one for 
light-mopeds, which can use bike paths, and one for mopeds. The A35 highway was 
excluded from the network since it is not accessible to all scooters. Additionally, unpaved 
roads, often located in the rural areas of the municipality, were removed. Map images from 
the Dutch Cyclist’ Union were used to identify the bike paths, which are also accessible for 
light mopeds.  

For each moped type two speed attributes were assigned to roads to distinguish between the 
movement within the built-up areas and beyond (Table 1). We assumed that in rural areas, 

with no traffic lights and speed bumps, the average 
speed will be higher than in built-up areas. We 
also distinguished between ‘primary’ and 
‘secondary’, connecting, roads as identified by 
OSM. The average speed on primary roads is 
higher than on secondary roads in neighborhood 
areas where we find playing children, speed 
bumps, parked cars etc. Although small shortcuts 
through neighborhoods can save time, in reality 
people usually stay on the main roads because 
they are faster.  

The BAG data (Kadaster, 2014) were also used to identify the locations of primary schools 
and childcare facilities. Information on scooter accidents from 2009-2012 has been obtained 
from the department of National Public Works and Water. The accidents of 2013 were 
obtained via the website http://ongelukken.staanhier.nl/. 

 

Results 
For both the present day and future scenarios we have analyzed four factors: major scooter 
routes, exhaust impact, noise impact and scooter related accidents.  

 

Present  
To analyze the current situation, 2014 was picked as the base year, when 10,811 scooter 
owners were living in the municipality of Enschede. Approximately 65% of scooter trips were 

used for work purposes, 20% to go 
shopping and 15% to go to school. 

Figure 3 presents the kernel density 
analysis for the daily number of 
scooters in the municipality of 
Enschede. In a cold spot the chance 
to encounter a scooter is low, while 
in a hot spot the chance is high. As 
one would expect the highest 
scooter traffic is in the center. The 
relatively high traffic density in the 
West can be explained by 
numerous employment 
opportunities in that part of the city, 
including the University of Twente 
campus in the North-West. 

Based on this traffic map the 
exhaust pollution can be analyzed 
by also applying the kernel density 
analysis method while focusing only 
on the routes to work and 
educational destinations. For each 

Figure 3. “Cold/hot spots” for scooter encounters on a 
daily basis in Enschede 

Table 1. Maximum allowed speed in km/h 
for light-mopeds and mopeds within and 
outside of residential areas 

Location Light-moped  Moped  

Within 20 30 

Outside 30 45 

 



 

 

road segment, the maximum values of the morning and afternoon pollution levels are 
calculated. Next buffer analysis is performed for CO, NOx and HC using buffer sizes of 170, 
115 and 180 m, respectively, which are the decay parameters for these gases.  

The resulting buffer zones are intersected with the population dataset, which gives the 
average number of residents per building. Table 2 shows the proportion of population per 
impact area for the three types of exhaust gases. The HC has the largest distance decay 
range, and reaches the largest proportion of population: 36% in the “high – very high” impact 
classes.  Correspondingly, 27% of population are exposed to “high – very high” impact from 
NOx, and 34% suffer from “high – very high” concentrations of CO.  

Figure 4 presents a map fragment demonstrating how a part of the inner city of Enschede 
was subdivided into 
various impact classes. 
The population allocated to 
the highest impact classes 
are basically all those living 
in the central part of the 
city, while the two lowest 
impact classes are mainly 
in the outskirts. In the 
central part of the 
municipality most of the 
buildings are large 
apartment houses, with 
high concentration of 
population, putting many 
residents into the very high 
impact zones, though most 
likely people living on 
higher levels would be 

exposed to lower concentrations of exhaust gases than what is shown here.  

Separately the exhaust impact on children was assessed by intersecting the exhaust buffers 
with childcare facilities. From the 99 facilities, 38% (for CO), 23% (for NOx) and 40% (for HC) 
are located in areas where the impact of scooters is “high – very high” (Table 2). Facilities 
with the “very high” class of exposure are mostly located in the city center, while the “high” 
impact class facilities are located in the eastern part of the municipality. 
Table 2. Proportion of population and childcare facilities per impact area for CO, NOx and HC  

Impact class CO NOx HC 

 % population % childcare % population % childcare % population % childcare 

Very low 11 6 15 10 11 6 

Low 32 35 35 37 31 34 

Moderate 23 21 22 30 22 20 

High 23 23 20 16 25 23 

Very high 11 15 8 7 11 17 
 

The noise pollution is also analyzed for five impact classes. The distance parameter in this 
case is 240 m, with proportional reductions when there are buildings along the roads.  

Following the same conservative reasoning as with the exhaust pollution analysis, only the 
routes used for work or education purposes are included. Table 3 shows how the population 
will be impacted by noise. 36% of the population lives in areas with a “high – very high” 
probability of noise disturbance from scooters.  

Figure 4. Example of HC impact classes on the population in the 
inner-city of Enschede 



 

 

The noise impact distance decay parameter is 
the highest among the four parameters used in 
this analysis. However, accounting for noise 
reduction by buildings, results in more or less the 
same number of affected people per class, as 
with CO and HC. Here the same conclusion 
could be made as with the exhaust pollution: the 
population with a high chance to suffer from 
noise disturbance is mostly located in the center 
of the municipality. The impact of PTW noise 
also affects children development by causing 
learning difficulties. Around 41% of the childcare 
facilities are located in areas where the scooter 
noise disturbance impact is “high – very high” 
(Table 3).  

When analyzing accidents involving scoters, a 
distinction between light-moped and moped scooters is made. As seen in Table 4, about half 
of accidents involving both light-mopeds and mopeds, occur within 10 meters from junctions. 
When this distance increases, the number of accidents gradually decreases. Interestingly 
≈88% of the accidents occur within 50 meters from an intersection. 

The mean number of scooters traversing a 
road segment on a daily basis is 21. The 
mean number of scooters involved in 
accidents on a daily basis is: 61 for light-
mopeds, and 56 for mopeds. This indicates 
that scooter accidents in general occur at 
places where more scooters are passing by 
than on average. Table 5 shows the 
numbers for OSM links, light-moped and 
moped accidents, per cold/hot spot class (as 
in Figure 3). In comparison to the relative 
proportion of OSM links within every class, 
the scooter accidents are underrepresented 
in the “very low - low” classes. In the other 
three classes, the scooter accidents are 
overrepresented in comparison to the 
proportion of OSM links within those classes. 

They are especially high in the “high - very high” classes.  
Table 5. Number of OSM links, light-moped accidents and moped accidents per scooter number 
class, both absolute and relative 

 
OSM links Light-mopeds Mopeds 

 
Abs % Abs % Abs % 

Very low 2904 22 3 4 17 8 
Low 5332 41 24 27 73 37 
Moderate 2194 17 22 25 43 21 
High 1832 14 30 34 44 22 
Very high 754 6 9 10 23 12 

 

Impact class Noise 
 % population % childcare 
Very low 10 6 
Low 31 35 
Moderate 23 18 
High  25 26 

Very high 11 15 

Table 3. Proportion of population and 
childcare facilities for the noise impact 
area 

Table 4. Number of light-moped and moped 
accidents per distance class from junctions 

Distance (m) Light-moped Moped 

 
Abs % Abs % 

< 10 47 53 113 57 
10 < 20 10 12 20 10 
20 < 30 9 10 18 9 
30 < 40 8 9 12 6 
40 < 50 3 3 11 5 

50 > 11 13 26 13 

 



 

 

The number of scooter accidents within the identified cold/hot spot areas on major route 
sections was used to estimate the number of accidents per area classification. In Figure 5, a 
clear pattern emerges showing more accidents in the “high–very high” impact areas.  

Analyses of future scenarios 
Four different scenarios were considered, using two extrapolation techniques (linear and 
logarithmic regression) to estimate the future “number of owners” and “proportion of scooter 
use for work, shopping and education purposes”. All other parameters remained the same as 
in the present situation. 

v Scenario A: linear regression for scooter owners.  
v Scenario B: logarithmic regression for scooter owners. 
v Scenario C: linear regression for scooter owners and increase of work, education and 

shopping purposes proportion by 30%.  
v Scenario D: logarithmic regression for scooter owners and increase of work, 

education and shopping purposes proportion by 30%.  

The resulting numbers of scooter riders in the municipality in the different scenarios are 
shown in Table 6.  

We present the results for all the four scenarios simultaneously, which will also serve as a 
kind of sensitivity analysis. 
Table 6. Scenarios overview; number of (light-moped) owners for work, shopping and education 
purposes 

Scenario Work Education Shopping Total 

 
Light-moped Moped Light-moped Moped Light-moped Moped 

 
Scenario A 1,248 434 336 117 296 103 2.534 
Scenario B 936 470 252 127 222 112 2,119 
Scenario C 1,623 563 437 152 385 134 3,294 
Scenario D 1,217 611 328 164 289 145 2,754 

 

This is also reflected in the patterns of cold-hot spots corresponding to these scenarios 
(Figure 6). In general, the pattern does not change significantly, but in scenario C, which has 

Figure 5. Location of scooter accidents within the cold – hot spot areas based on daily scooter counts 



 

 

the highest increase of scooter riders in comparison to the present situation, several 
additional routes are identified as hotspots. The areas classified as “very high” in scenario B, 
which has the lowest increase in scooter riders in comparison to the present situation, 
gradually increase in size in the other three scenarios.  

The proportional distribution of the population over the five impact classes for CO, NOx and 
HC is different in each scenario (Table 7). Scenarios B and D have the largest growth in the 
number of scooter riders, and correspondingly, in those scenarios 30% – 47% of the 
population will experience “high – very high” disturbance from exhaust gases from scooters. 
The number of affected childcare facilities per impact class varies between the four scenarios. 
Table 8 shows the ranges, with most of variability in the “very high” impact class.  

This can be explained by Figure 7, which zooms into one area in the city. The highest CO 
impact buffer of scenario B  is considerably smaller than the impact buffer of scenario C. 17 
childcare locations are ‘spared’ by the scenario B buffer but fall within the buffer in scenario 
C. These childcare locations are mostly located in the south-eastern part of the city around 
the city beltway. It appears that in the future many childcare facilities located in the inner city 
will fall within the “very high” impact class. This should be considered when deciding on future 
childcare locations. 

 

 

Figure 6. Cold/hot spots based on scooter day counts for each scenario  



 

 

Table 7. Proportion of population within each impact class for CO, NOx and HC for all four future 
scenarios. 

Impact class CO NOx HC Impact class CO NOx HC 

 % % %  % % % 

Scenario A Scenario C 
Very low 9 12 9 Very low 7 9 6 
Low 29 32 28 Low 23 27 23 
Moderate 19 20 19 Moderate 20 21 19 
High 23 21 24 High 19 18 20 
Very high 20 15 20 Very high 31 25 32 
Scenario B Scenario D 
Very low 11 14 10 Very low 9 11 8 
Low 30 34 29 Low 27 31 27 
Moderate 21 22 21 Moderate 18 19 18 
High 24 20 25 High 22 21 23 
Very high 14 10 15 Very high 24 18 24 

 
Table 8. Range of the absolute number of childcare facilities per impact area for CO, NOx and HC 
in the four future scenarios 

Impact class CO NOx HC 

 Lowest-highest Range Lowest-highest Range Lowest-highest Range 

Very low 0-5 5 1-8 7 0-5 5 

Low 23-33 10 33-40 7 22-31 9 

Moderate 15-26 11 13-20 7 16-26 10 

High 14-24 10 23-27 4 13-23 10 

Very high 19-36 17 11-20 9 20-38 18 
 

The results for noise impacts are presented in Table 9. Again, the largest differences are in 
the highest impact class. The scenarios A, B and D resemble each other the most, while 
scenario C can be seen more as an outlier. According to scenario C, 51% of Enschede 
residents will experience a “high – very high” noise disturbance from scooters.  

At least 19% of the childcare locations will experience a very high disturbance from scooters 
noise exhaust. This percentage can increase to 38% in the scenario with the highest increase 
in scooter numbers.  

The “high – very high” impact areas for scooter accidents in all four scenarios were merged. 
Intersections in those merged areas within 50 meters from past scooter accidents were 
selected and presented in Figure 8. 



 

 

In Table 10 the proportion of population within the two highest impact classes for both present 

and future situations are 
presented. In the worst-case 
scenario, C, the increase in 
affected residents in the 
municipality will be approximately 
around 26,000. 

Also, in this table we see that in 
scenario B the number of 
affected childcare locations 
remains the same as at present. 
The places where the noise 
buffer from scenario B is 
extended in comparison to the 
present situation, no childcare 
facilities are currently located. 
Also note the steep increase in 
the number of childcare locations 
affected by NOx. 

To conclude, we can expect that 
the adverse impacts from 
scooters will increase in the 
future. The exact degree of this 
expansion is not certain, but the 
four future scenarios show that at 
least 6,000 additional residents 
can be impacted by the 
exhaust/noise pollution. With 
regard to childcare, 3 to 22 more 
locations can be affected.   

 

 

 

Figure 7. Differences between affected childcare locations (red) in the CO highest impact buffers 
in scenario B (light blue) and in scenario C (dark blue) 

Table 9. Proportion of population within noise impact 
classes in all four scenarios 

Impact class  Noise % Impact class Noise % 

Scenario A Scenario C 

Very low 9 Very low 6 

Low 28 Low 22 

Moderate 19 Moderate 21 

High 24 High 19 

Very high 20 Very high 32 

Scenario B Scenario D 

Very low 10 Very low 8 

Low 29 Low 27 

Moderate 21 Moderate 18 

High 26 High 23 

Very high 14 Very high 24 



 

 

 

Discussion 
 Our analysis shows that 
the proportion of the 
population that is impacted 
is quite high - up to 36%.  

This is quite close to the 
results of a survey, when in 
2010 a group of residents 
from the municipality of 
Enschede was asked about 
sources of noise they 
experienced daily in the 
last twelve months. 33% of 
respondents from the 
Panel indicated that noise 
disturbance caused by 
scooters and motorcycles 
was their highest concern 
(I&O research, 2010).  

This is probably the only 
clear evidence that we 
have for verification of our 
results. Actual data on 
exhaust gases 
concentrations are not available. Still we believe that the analyses performed raises enough 
concerns for environmental managers and policy makers to consider some changes in 
existing PTW regulations. 

The buffers used in our analysis were homogeneous, which means that the diffusion of 
exhaust gases is high along the roads and gradually decreases with distance. Residents 
living directly along the roads are of course most impacted by scooter exhaust/noise. The 
impact on the population falling within the “moderate” impact class, but living directly along 
the roads, is probably underestimated. According to literature, especially the NOx and HC 
result in adverse health effects. This means that within the areas where a “high – very high” 
impact of NOx is expected, also the impact of HC is “high – very high”. NOx has the lowest 
distance decay parameter of 115m. At present the proportion of population living in those 
areas is 27%. This proportion increases in the future to 30.5% – 43%.  The number of 
childcare facilities affected by noise/exhaust emission is quite alarming, especially keeping in 
mind that children are more sensitive to both noise and exhaust emissions. With regard to the 

Table 10. Proportion of population (%%) and childcare facilities affected by exhaust and noise 
within the two highest impact classes. 

 Population Number of childcare facilities 

Factors Present Future Number of 
additional people 
affected 

Present Future Number of locations 
added 

CO 34 38 – 50 6,905 – 27,324 38 42 – 50  4 – 12 
NOx 27 30 – 43 5,678 – 25,840 23 34 – 45  11 – 22 
HC 36 40 – 52 7,020 – 26,316 40 43 – 51 3 – 11 
Noise 36 40 – 51  7,436 – 25,817 41 41 – 51 0 – 10 

Figure 8. Impact areas (light blue) with a higher than average risk 
of becoming involved in scooter related accidents and the 
identification of possible “risk junctions” (red). 



 

 

noise emissions, at present already 41% of the childcare facilities are located in “high – very 
high” impact areas. In the future this proportion can rise to 51%.   

Yet another group of the population, which we have not considered separately are the bicycle 
riders, who probably suffer the most from light mopeds, with which they have to share the 
road. Bearing in mind the close proximity of bike riders to the sources of exhaust and the 
elevated respiration levels due to their own pedaling, the health implications for them are 
probably most severe. Pedestrians will be most affected as well. 

There was a number of assumptions that were made to conduct this analysis (a full list is 
given in Table 1A in the Appendix). The results are certainly sensitive to the assumptions 
made. The literature on the impact of different scooter types (two-stroke/four-stroke, euro-
classes and (light-) mopeds) with regard to the exhaust and noise pollution is also quite 
limited. As more data is acquired some of these assumptions can be replaced with data. Still, 
the developed assessment script can be used to refine the routes taken by scooter riders to 
their work, education or shop location. In future studies it would be good to distinguish 
between the light-moped and moped networks, since their impact on health can be 
substantially different, bearing in mind that it is more likely for light-mopeds to have a cheaper 
2-stroke engine. Using better diffusion models would result in more heterogeneous buffers 
around the roads, and consequently in more accurate estimates of the impacted population.  

 

Conclusions 
A scoping analysis of scooter impacts on the population in a typical Dutch municipality has 
been conducted, using open data and GIS tools. As can be expected, the major scooter 
routes are found in the city center. The highest concentrations of scooters are around the 
railway station and at junctions on major exit roads. The side of the inner city that had more 
employment opportunities (West), also has more scooter traffic. It was also not far from the 
next big city in this area, Hengelo, which is close enough to be reached by scooter. According 
to future scenarios, traffic counts in the inner city and on western exit roads will increase.  

We have focused on the impact of four exhaust gases: CO, NOx and HC, which are already 
regulated by law for cars, but not for scooters. Distance decay parameters for these 
compounds were taken from literature. CO, which can cause reduced blood oxygen, has a 
“high/very high” impact on 34% of the present population. In the future scenarios, this 
proportion can increase to 38% – 51%.  

NOx, which is associated with respiratory illness, asthma, or eye irritation, and which is most 
harmful for children, has a “high/very high” impact on 27% of the present population. In the 
future the percentage also increases, but not as much (to 30% – 43%). At present 23 out of 
99 childcare facilities are located within the impacted areas. This is alarming, bearing in mind 
the sensitivity of children to NOx. Even more alarming is that in the future this number may 
increase to 45. 

HC has the same health impacts as NOx, and is also bad for kids. The “high/very high” impact 
is currently seen by 36% of the population. This proportion increases to 40% – 52% in the 
future. At present 40 childcare facilities are located within the high impact areas. In the future 
this can increase to 43 – 51. 

Although the distance decay parameter for noise is 240 meters and is larger than that for HC 
(180 meters), noise is well absorbed by buildings. We have decreased the distance decay 
parameter by the proportion of buildings within the first 100 meters from the road. The spatial 
impact of scooter noise was more or less the same with 36% of the population impacted at 
present, and rising to 40–53% in the future. The impacted number of childcare facilities 
currently is 41, which can grow in the future by 11.  

Approximately 88% of scooter related accidents occur within 50 meters from intersections, 
with the largest numbers within the first 10 meters. The maps of scooter activity that were 
generated are well correlated with the data on accidents. The areas classified as “high/very 
high chance of encountering a scooter”, were also responsible for most of the accidents 
(37%). The areas were the chance of scooter accidents is higher than moderate include the 
inner-city roads, the city beltway, the western exits roads and the two exit roads.    



 

 

In terms of methodology this research demonstrates that using GIS methods we can produce 
quite extensive spatial analyses of traffic routing and estimate the associated environmental 
impacts. Only publicly available data were used, which bears promise that similar 
environmental impact assessment can be conducted in other areas in the Netherlands and, 
perhaps, elsewhere where scooters are becoming a problem.  

Our overall conclusion is that scooter related air pollution, noise pollution and elevated 
probability of accidents are affecting about 30% of the local population, and that this number 
is likely to increase to 38%-53% in the future. This certainly should be a major concern for the 
policy makers and begs for some mitigation actions.  These could range from regulations, 
such as restricting scooters from city center and bike lanes, to market mechanisms, such as 
subsidies that could help convert the scooter fleet to electric power. Perhaps some lessons 
could be learned from scooter control in China, where only electric scooters (e-scooters) are 
allowed in major cities. Electric scooters are certainly to prevail in the future and the recent 
news about the electric option offered by Vespa, the iconic Italian scooter manufacturer, gives 
more hope for a fast transition1.  

With regard to the exhaust impact and noise, the e-scooters can completely solve this 
problem. They produce approximately 20 decibels lower noise levels (Fiebig, 2012). In fact 
this is sometimes even seen as a problem: cyclists and pedestrians can be unaware of 
approaching scooters because they are so quiet - an issue that is also raised for electric cars 
(SWOV, 2011). Since the speed difference between light-mopeds and cyclists on the cycling 
paths is large, a solution could be to put the light-mopeds also on the car lanes, as it is the 
case with mopeds.  

Aiming at the reduction of scooter accidents, several improvements can be enforced by law. 
Light-mopeds could also be removed from the cycling paths. Research in Amsterdam predicts 
that putting light-mopeds on car lanes instead of cycling paths can reduce the number of 
scooter related accidents by 250. The safety can be further improved by making helmets 
mandatory for light-mopeds as already required for mopeds (SWOV, 2014). This is a solution, 
which would at least diminish the severity of scooter accidents, however it will not help 
cyclists and pedestrians if involved. It may also decrease the 'excitement' and ' sensation-
seeking' factors that tend to make scooters especially popular among youngsters. Removal of 
scooters from bike lanes would be certainly much appreciated by the cyclists, whose 
exposure to poisonous emissions and noise is disproportionally high. The city Center, which 
has the highest concentration of pedestrians, will certainly also benefit the most from 
restrictions on scooter traffic. 
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